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Details of Visit:

Author: punnarniman
Location 2: Ringstead
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 17 Jul 2013 1:00pm
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07825475024

The Premises:

Quite lovely house in a quiet village. Given the opportunity I would buy it for myself.
Frontcourt meant I could park right at the front door and enter within seconds without even the
neighbours being able to peep through curtains. The neighbourhood looked as safe as Ambridge in
the archers.

The Lady:

As a photographer and Photoshop exponent I can critically claim that her photos do her no justice
whatsoever as the person who retouch them only has a perfunctory knowledge of Photoshop. In
reality, Crystal is absolutely stunning! profile claims she is 18 and I wouldn't disagree. She has a
beautiful face lovely dark hair which retrospectively I wish I had asked her to remove from its
ponytail and in her compact frame a body that has everything you could ask for and more. She has
the kind of breasts you go to bed and dream of playing with more then you dream of winning the
lottery, and a pussy nude don't know whether you want to fuck relentlessly or eat until you have lock
jaw. (I tried both)

The Story:

1st things 1st, I am a disabled punter so I tried to write my FR with an able-bodied perspective
attached.
i e-mail Crystal a few times regarding a threesome with her working colleague and all was arranged
for the day. I drove to Ringstead and then txt requested the actual address. The replying came but
said she was the only one working today because her friend “had gone away". This was deeply
annoying because I had gone specifically for a threesome as I already have a tried and tested one-
to-one girl. I decided that because I had already driven there, I'd see her anyway. If anyone else
books a £120 threesome only to be told at the last minute it's not available it might be construed as
a bit of a scam, but I reserve judgement until anyone else says otherwise.
anyway, regarding the punt,
her driver was on hand and we considered trying to get me upstairs to a bedroom somehow but in
the end decided that the lounge and so far would be sufficient. This of course restricted some of the
things we could do but together we made an effort to have fun.
I am presuming that I was crystals 1st disabled punter and she was apprehensive in some places
but overall very willing. The apprehension only broke the flow a few times and I am sure a return
visit would be a more cohesive and fluid interaction.
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Her oral was deep and powerful (owo is extra) and kept me hard. Although there was no kissing it
still felt quite intimate when we got down to some sex (cowgirl)
because of the couch, Crystal had to do all the work as I can only join in on a larger playing field
and it was hot work. After 40 min of pounding away (the only redeeming feature of a spinal injury)
she was practically exhausted and wondering why I hadn't come yet. She finished me off with a
blow job and hand job as I didn't want her to faint in the extreme heat.
I would say any able-bodied person going to see her would have an excellent time,. I think if you are
able to take more control of the situation she would be a willing participant and happy to take
everything you've got. I must reiterate just how gorgeous she is, her looks alone would extract an
orgasm from most people and if that's not a great point to start on I don't know what is.
Would be interested to find out if anyone else has a problem with the Threesome booking however.
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